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features that are included in the driver updater 2.1.1086.15131 serial key.This invention relates to web handling machines, and more particularly to a web handling machine having a single continuous path over which both the continuous web being transported, and a web of material to be handled are passed. In the printing and paper-handling arts, it is common practice to run two webs of material
along parallel paths so as to provide for simultaneous transfer of ink from a web of ink material to a web of paper, and to provide for simultaneous transfer of ink from a web of paper to a web of inking material. This is typically accomplished by having a single continuous path over which the two webs are transported, but with separate path portions for the inking material and the paper. In some
devices the two webs are carried along the path portion by gripper structures which are spaced therealong, so that the webs move along separate path portions while being held in spaced relationship. The webs may also be supported over the paths in spaced relationship, by separate air cylinders which act on the webs independently of one another. While the above-described apparatus is functional for
its intended purpose, it does not permit simultaneous inking of both webs. Further, in the web handling arts the handling of the webs may require different procedures for different handling operations. For example, a web of inking material may have to be impregnated in certain areas of the web, while having certain areas of the web untreated. Further, in the printing art, there may be provided
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